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ABSTRACT: This paper presents an overview of the Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS) and examples of applications to the dispersion of pollutants in urban areas.
Applications to be discussed include dispersion of pollutants from industrial sources near
Lake Michigan, the effects of vegetation on pollutant dispersion in Athens, the depletion of
ozone by thunderstorm activity over Atlanta, cLndsmall scale simulations of airflow around
buildings.

1. Introduction
The Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS) was developed at Colorado State
University in order to facilitate research into predominantly mesoscaleand cloud-scale phenomena (Pielke, 1974; Tripoli and Cotton, 198~2;Tremback et al., 1985; Pielke et al., 1992).
A significant feature of the model is the incorporation of a telescoping interactive nestedgrid capability which allows the simulation of phenomena involving a wide range of spatial
scales. Recently, modifications to RAMS hav,e enabled the simulation of the small scale
airflow around buildings (Nicholls et al., 1992). It is possible to simulate meteorological
phenomena and by using nested grids to teles;cope down to investigate the resulting airflow around architectural structures. Coupled 'with a Lagrangian particle dispersion model
(LPDM), RAMS is a useful tool for investigating the dispersion of pollutants in urban areas.
RAMS has a modular design, meaning that it is composed of modules which have each
been developed to perform a clearly defined, specific function. Current RAMS features and
options are shown in Table 1. The use of a FORTRAN preprocessor permits RAMS to be
configured easily at run time into one of a wide v'ariety of different models simply by choosing
from this table of numerical and physical options. A detailed overview discussion of RAMS
and these options is given in Walko and Tremback (1991) and examples of applications of
RAMS by Pielke et al. (1992). The architects of RAMS are Craig J. Tremback and Robert
L. Walko, who are supported under research contracts and grants of William R. Cotton and
Roger A. Pielke. Significant assistance in developing and testing RAMS has been provided
by a number of former Colorado State Universi1;yinvestigators including Jennifer M. Cram,
Michael D. Moran, and Greg J. Tripoli.
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Table 1: Model Characteristicsand Options
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In Section 2, an overview of the RAMS Dlodel is given, with particular emphasis on
those aspects of the model relevant to the examples discussed in this paper. In Section 3,
examples of applications of RAMS to dispersion of pollutants in urban areas are presented.

2. Model Description
2.1. GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The non-hydrostatic version of RAMS contains time-dependent equations for the three
Cartesian velocity components, the non-dimensional pressure perturbation, ice-liquid water potential temperature (see Tripoli and Cotton, 1981), total water mixing ratio, aggregate mixing ratio, graupel mixing ratio, ice c:rystal mixing ratio and concentration, and
rain-water mixing ratio. Vapor mixing ratio, cloud water mixing ratio, and potential temperature are diagnostic (see Tripoli and Cotton, 1982).
The equations are compressible permitting the propagation of sound waves. The advantage over an anelastic system which eliminates sound waves is computational simplicity
and the avoidance of having to solve a Poisson equation requiring iterative techniques. This
allows the incorporation of options such as stre1;chedor nested grids, higher order finite difference schemes,surface terrain, and boundary <:onditions without complicating the solution
procedure. By special handling of the sound wave terms the compressible equations can
be solved with a similar efficiency as the anelastic system. This is accomplished by using a
time-splitting procedure, whereby the terms re:sponsible for high frequency acoustic waves
are solved with ~ small time step and low frequency terms with a large time step (Klemp
and Wilhelmson, 1978; Cotton and Tripoli, 197'8).
2.2. NESTED GRIDS
The model has two-way interactive multiple nested grid capability (Clark and Farley, 1984).
This enables the representation of large-scale features and by using successively finer grids,
telescoping down to smaller scales in the region of interest. The basic procedure for the
interaction between a coarser grid and a nestE!dgrid having a finer grid increment is as
follows: First, a coarse grid timestep is performed so that coarse grid fields are available at
this new timestep and at the previous timestep. A series of smaller fine grid timesteps is
then performed with the boundary values of the fine grid supplied by both space and time
interpolation from the coarse grid fields. FinaJly, when the fine grid is caught up to the
coarse grid time level, the coarse grid values are replaced in the region of overlap between
the grids by averaging from the fine grid values. More than one set of telescoping nests
can be specified within a larger-scale grid and user specified, and movable, grids can be
activated.

2.3. TERRAIN
A terrain-following vertical coordinate is emp:loyed (Gal-Chen and Somerville, 1975a,bj
Clark, 1977), transforming the usual Cartesian (x, y, z) coordinates to (x, y, z*) coordinates

where:
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z* = (z -h)Hj(H

-h)

(1)

Here h( x, y) is the height of the surface topography above z = 0 and H is the height of the
model domain. This maps an irregular domain onto a regular domain in which treatment of
the lower boundary condition of zero nOrDlal air velocity at z = h is considerably simplified.

2.4. SUBGRID SCALE DIFFUSION
A commonly used turbulence closure option in RAMS is the first-order scheme of Smagorinsky (1963), where the stress is proportioIJlal to an eddy exchange coefficient and the deformation. The schemeincludes an optional dependence on the Brunt- Vaisala. frequency (Hill,
1974) which results in an increased diffusion for unstable conditions. Additionally, there
is an optional dependence of the vertIcal mixing length on the Richardson number. This
results in reduced diffusion for stable con4iitions. The turbulence closure schemes of Mellor
and Yamada (1982) and Deardorff (1980), which employs a prognostic turbulent kinetic
energy equation, are also available.

2.5. SOIL
The multi-level prognostic soil model deve~lopedby McCumber and Pielke (1981) and Tremback and Kessler (1985) is employed in RA.MS. The temperature at the surface is determined
from a prognostic equation which takes into account the net radiation, latent heat flux, sensible heat flux, and soil heat flux. The moldelincludes equations for the diffusion of heat and
moisture in .the soil (Philip and DeVries, 1957; Clapp and Hornberger, 1978). Extraction
of soil water by roots due to plant transipiration is also taken into account (Avissar and
Mahrer, 1982). There are a number of soil types which can be chosen by the user.

2.6. VEGETATION
The vegetation parameterization used in RAMS was developed by McCumber and Pielke
(1981), Avissar and Mahrer (1988), and ]Lee (1992). The vegetation temperature is determined from a prognostic equation which takes into account the net radiation absorbed by
the vegetation, the latent heat flux from the vegetation, and the sensible heat flux. The net
radiation of the canopy accounts for the contribution of the solar radiation and the thermal
radiation from the atmosphere absorbed by the plant layer either directly or after being
reflected from the soil surface. It also includes the thermal radiation emitted from the soil
surface, the thermal radiation emitted by the vegetation, and its reflected component from
the soil surface. The latent heat flux froDrl the plant depends on the stomatal conductance
which is a function of the solar radiatioI1l, leaf temperature, vapor pressure difference between leaf and ambient air, atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration, and the soil water
potential in the root zone.
The user can choose from a variety 01'plant types which are classified according to the
Biosphere-Atmosphere Transfer Scheme (:BATSj Dickinson et al., 1986). Parameters such as
leaf area index and the fractional coverage of the ground by the canopy is determined from
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climatological data. Alternatively,

it is possible for the user to specify those parameters

independently.

2.7. SURFACE LAYER
The surface layer parameterization of vertical heat, vapor, and momentum fluxes is based
on the Louis (1979) scheme, who fitted analytic curves to the flux profiles determined by
Businger et al. (1971). The scheme provides :Iluxes as a function of vertical gradients of
potential temperature, moisture, and momentum between the top of the surface layer and
the surface. For application to RAMS, the height of the surface layer is taken to be the
height of the first thermodynamic grid point above the surface. The scheme provides surface
layer fluxes for both stable and unstable conditions. The surface roughness is a specified
parameter over land, whereas over water, it is ;a.function of wind speed.

2.8. RADIATION
One type of long wave and shortwave radiation parameterization which is optional in RAMS
is the scheme developed by Chen and Cotton (1983; 1987). The shortwave parameterization
takes into account molecular scattering, absorption by clear air (Yamamoto, 1962), ozone
absorption (Lacis and Hansen, 1974) and reflec:tance, transmittance and absorptance by a
cloud layer (Stephens, 1978), and a clear-cloudy mixed layer (Stephens, 1977). The longwave scheme takes into account both the effects of clear air and cloudy air on absorption.
Within clear air, the effects of both water vapor and carbon dioxide absorption are predicted. The parameterization of cloud effects is based on the scheme proposed by Stephens
(1978).
A minor shortcoming of this scheme is that the parameterization of both longwave
and shortwave absorption by clouds assumes a cloud droplet form and does not recognize
variations in droplet size distribution nor the e:rlstence of ice.

2.9. MICROPHYSICS
The microphysical scheme includes parameterizations of cloud water, rain-water, pristine
ice crystals, aggregates, and graupel. All hydrometeors in a cloud develop from nucleated
cloud water or ice crystals. The concentration of activated cloud droplets is specified by
the model user as a climatologically derived input parameter while ice crystal concentration is a prognostic variable. Primary nucleation of pristine ice crystals is based on ice
supersaturation, and contact nucleation (Meyers et al., 1992). Secondary nucleation by the
Hallet-Mossop ice multiplication process is repr~~sentedby a parameterization developed by
Gordon and Marwitz (1981). All microphysical categories can grow by vapor deposition.
The governing equation for vapor depositionall~rowth is derived in standard cloud physics
texts (e.g., Byers, 1965; Pruppacher and Klet1t, 1978; Ludlam, 1980). Vapor deposition
can change due to ventilation as the fall speed of a particle increases and this is based on
a formulation used by Cotton et al., (1982). The surface temperature of hydrometeors is
deduced by assuming thermal equilibrium, su<:hthat the rate of heat released by vapor
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deposition and freezing is balanced by t]tle rate of diffusion of heat from the particle surface. Growth by collision and coalescence can occur both with other categories and within
the same category. The auto-conversion of cloud droplets to rain is based on a threshold
average diameter in the droplet distribution (Manton and Cotton, 1977).
Growth of pristine ice crystals by vap,or deposition, riming, or self-collection results in
a conversion to the aggregate category. The aggregate category can grow through vapor
deposition, aggregation, and riming. Gra.upel is initiated by contact freezing of raindrops
colliding with ice particles and from conversion of ~eavily rimed aggregates. Graupel can
then -grow by collection of rain or cloud droplets through the dry or wet growth process and
by collection of pristine ice crystals and a,ggregates. Both aggregates and graupel can convert to rain through melting. Pristine ice is mono disperse, whereas aggregates and graupel
are distributed according to the exponential distribution function (Marshall-Palmer) with
the characteristic radius a determined variable. The Marshall-Palmer distribution is also
employed for the raindrop distribution and a mean characteristic radius is specified.

2.10. BUILDING MODEL
Recently, there has been considerable int;erest in modeling the time-dependent flow field
around buildings (Murakami et al., 1987; Tamura and Kuwahara, 1990; and others). The
scheme currently used in RAMS consists of setting the normal component of velocity on
the surface of the building to zero, using a vorticity constraint to determine the momentum
fluxes at the corners and employing a surface roughness length formulation to determine
the stresses on the surface of the building. Figure 1 shows a two-dimensional schematic of
the staggered velocity components ('IL,w) in the x / z plane and an outline of a rectangular
building. The velocity components 'IL an,d ware set equal to zero at grid points on the
surface, satisfying the condition that the normal component of velocity is zero, and also at
interior grid points. Simulations using this boundary condition alone exhibited considerable
numerical noise which was generated at the corners of the building. Various approaches
have been used by investigators to reduce 1~he
noise generated at corners. So far, the one we
have found most effective is based on a vorticity condition. At the grid point labeled 1 in
Figure 1 the time tendency of the horizontal component of velocity 'ILis essentially calculated
using an equation where the nonlinear advective terms are written in flux conservative form
such that:
au

other terms

at

(2)

The vertical flux convergence term requires knowledge of the flux uw at the surface of the
grid volume for ul between the grid points labeled 4 and 2. This flux is calculated by
averaging the velocities from surrounding points such that:
(UW)4,2=

-1£1+

2

1£3

W2 + W4

2

(3)

Since w2 and Ug are set to zero on the surface of the building this flux is ul w4/2 and is quite
small. However, analytic solutions for irrot:ational flows suggests that the velocity increases

.u
x

grid points
w grid points

Figure 1: Schematicof the staggeredvelocity c:omponents(u, w) in the x/ z plane and an
outline of a rectangular building.
towards the corner (in fact becoming infinite at the corner for an irrotational inviscid flow),
which brings into question whether the actual flux would be as small as that computed by
Equation 3 with W2 = U3 = O. One approach 1~ehave tried is to calculate an effective u3
using the conditic;>nthat it is the velocity requiJredto give a vorticity balance between grid
points 1,2, 3, and 4, such that the vorticity 8u,j8z -8wj8x
= 0, which gives:
U3 = Ul .+ W4

if ~x = ~z and W2 = O. The flux (uw )4.2 beclDmesW4(Ul + w4)/2, which is considerably
larger than when U3 = 0 is used. A similar comdition is applied for the flux uw between
grid points 3 and 1 for the time tendency of U'4, and at the other corner of the building.
This condition can also be applied in three dinlensions using the appropriate components
of vorticity. Application of this condition signi:ficantly reduces noise near the corners and
gives reasonable looking solutions. It appears that this condition makes the approximation
that the flow is irrotational near the corner wh,en calculating the momentum fluxes across
a grid face which includes the corner. Other approaches we have tried have not performed
nearly as well.
The surface stressesat the surface of the buil:ling are calculated using a roughness length
formulation. The x-component of the surface stress on the roof of the building is given by:
pk21'Uhluh
Tx = ~""iJj
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where Uk is the horizontal velocity at a grid point adjacent to the roof, h is the distance of
the grid point from the roof, k is Von Ka~rman's constant, and Zo is a specified roughness
length. A similar boundary condition is applied on the walls.
Further experimentation is needed for both the corner boundary condition and the
surface stresses. A better representation. for the surface stress may be provided by the
generalized logarithmic law (Launder and Spalding, 1974) which has been implemented in
a building model by Murakami et al. (1!~90). Since RAMS is a compressible model the
initial winds are spun up from rest gradually in order to prevent the generation of a large
amplitude sound wave due to the presena~ of the building.

2.11. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
At the lower boundary the surface fluxes of heat, moisture, and momentum are calculated according to the scheme discussed in Section 2.7. The difference in temperature and
moisture between the air and the surface c:aneither be specified, or alternatively, a fully interactive approach can be taken by emplo:lfing the soil model (Section 2.5) and, if required,
the vegetation parameterization (Section :2.6).
At the lateral boundaries a radiation 'condition, such as discussed by Klemp and Wilhelmson (1978), is often used, which assumes that disturbances reaching the boundary from
the interior move as linear propagating gravity waves. For example, at an x-boundary the
time tendency of the normal velocity u foJl an outflow region is given by:
au
-=
at

-c

.au
ax

(6)

where c* is a Doppler-shifted phase speed given by c* = c + u, with c an intrinsic gravity
wave speed, always directed outward from the domain. For other predicted variables in
outflow regions the advective term normal to the boundary is determined by extrapolation
from the interior using one-sided upstream differencing. For inflow regions, the condition
c* = 0 is used in Equation 6 and other ][lormal advective terms are set to zero. Klemp
and Wilhelmson (1978) choose a represen1;ativephase speed c corresponding to the fastest
propagating internal waves in the system I:-30 m S-l for their simulations). The radiative
schemes described by Orlanski (1976) and Klemp and Lilly (1977) are also optional.
For variable initialization using operational data the atmosphere outside the limited
area model domain is likely to change du:ring the simulation. The temporal resolution of
the operational synoptic upper air data i~; typically 12 hours, and therefore an isentropic
analysis (Section 2.12) can be performed clot12 hour intervals. Usually, two such data sets
12 hours apart are used for a variable iIJJtialization run. The model is initialized from
the first initialization file and a linear tiule interpolation between the two files is used to
prescribe information at the lateral boundary of the model. This interpolation steadily
shifts in weight from the first to the secoIJldinitialization file during a 12-hour model run.
The lateral boundaries of the model can be externally forced towards these interpolated
values using the nudging scheme of Davies! (1983).
A commonly used option for the uppler boundary of the nonhydrostatic model is a
rigid lid with a Rayleigh friction layer at upper levels. The use of this viscous damping
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layer effectively reduces artificial reflection oj: gravity waves from the rigid lid. Another
option is to use the gravity wave radiation condition of Klemp and Durran (1983). The
use of a radiative condition at the upper boundary is more complicated than at the lateral
boundaries since the phase speed and group velocity for vertically propagating gravity waves
are in opposite directions. Both of these upper boundary conditions work fairly well, but
only for horizontally homogeneous runs. Cram (1990) has devised a modified Rayleigh
friction layer scheme to work for variable initi.wzation runs with RAMS.

2.12. INITIALIZATION AND ANALYSIS
RAMS includes an isentropic analysis package called ISAN (Tremback, 1990; Pielke et al.,
1992) as an option in the initialization capability (see Table 1), which performs the data
analysis tasks for the initial and boundary conditions for larger-scale runs. The isentropic
analysis package has the ability to combine or blend several data sets in the data analysis
and its modular structure simplifies insertion of non-standard data sets. The code currently
supports the NMC mandatory-level 2.50 global-analysis data set, the ECMWF 2.50 globalanalysis data set, and NMC rawinsonde and surface observation data sets, all of which
are archived at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), as standard data
sources. All significant and mandatory level wind, temperature, and moisture data can be
used from the rawinsonde reports. The capability also exists to input special soundings,
or any additional surface observations that are available. Once the isentropic data set is
complete, the atmospheric variables and topography are transferred to the model grid using
overlapping polynomial interpolation.
2.13. LAGRANGIAN

PARTICLE DISPERSION MODEL

Given the mean flow and turbulence fields predicted from the RAMS meteorological model
the Lagrangian particle dispersion model (LPDM) can simulate the release and dispersion
of a number of non-buoyant, passive pollutants from multiple sources of various geometries.
The LPDM is based on the work of McNider (1981) and McNider et al. (1988). It uses the
conditioned particle technique (Smith, 1968), whereby particle positions are computed in a
Lagrangian manner, which for the x-componen't is given by the equation:

x(t + ~t) = x(t) + [u(t) + u"(t)]~t
where u is the meteorological model resolved x-<:omponent of velocity and u" is the subgridscale turbulent component. The subgrid-scale turbulent component is given by:

u"(t + ~t) = u"(t)j~(~t)

+ u"'(t)

where R" is the autocorrelation coefficient and u"'(t) is a random turbulent component
which is assumed to be independent of u"(t). The random component is taken to be
Gaussian with zero mean and a standard devia1tion:
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(9)
where O'~is the local Eulerian turbulent velocity standard deviation. The autocorrelation
coefficient is exponential (Gifford, 1982), i.e., Ru(At) = exp (-At/TL,u) where TL,u is the
Lagrangian integral time scale of the subgrid-scale turbulence for the x-component. The
quantity O'~is a higher-order turbulent pa:rameter not directly available from the first-order
closure of the mesoscale model. This parameter, as well as the Lagrangian integral time
scale, are determined in the manner desc]~ibedby ¥cNider et al. (1988). The formulation
makes use of several different regimes whic:h depend on the boundary lay~r height, Rithardson number, and Monin-Obukhov length. Similar expressions are used for the y and z
components. Since the grid-scale velocity components are only defined on the meteorological model grid mesh, a volume-weighting interpolation scheme described by Teuscher and
Hauser (1974)- is used to estimate the velocity at the particle position. Further details of
the LPDM and its testing are found in Moran (1992) and Uliasz and Pielke (1993).

3. Examples Of Applications

Of RAMS

3.1. DISPERSION OF POLLUTANTS }i'ROM INDUSTRIAL SOURCES NEAR LAKE
MICHIGAN
The summertime conditions in the Lake Michigan area lends itself to numerous episodes
of high ozone levels. These episodes generally coincide with stagnant, summertime high
pressure sysiems in the area. Under these conditions lake breeze circulations develop which
can have a significant influence on the transport of ozone and its chemical precursors (Lyons
and Olsson, 1973). Since the lake-water is generally colder than the overlying air mass
a strong inversion often forms in the lo~N'est300 meters which can have an impact on
the photochemistry of the region (Lyons and Cole, 1976). The source region of the zone
precursors are indicated in Figure 2, wruch shows the 1987 emissions inventory of NOz
for the Lake Michigan area (from the Na.tional Acid Precipitation Assessment Program,
NAPAP). It can be seen that the southern coast of the lake is a major source of ozone

precursors.
During the summer of 1991 an extensive set of data was taken in conjunction with the
Lake Michigan Ozone Study (LMOS). The episode chosen to be simulated by RAMS was
July 16, 1991, since it was an intensive :measurement day during which a tracer, sulfur
hexafluoride (SF6), was released from W;a.ukeganHarbor. This tracer was subsequently
measured by aircraft and a mobile van. :Maximum ozone concentrations for this episode
are shown in Figure 3. Notable are the hig;h concentrations that occur along both the west
and east coasts of the lake.
The meteorological situation was charcl.cterizedby an anticyclone centered over central
Pennsylvania and a southwesterly flow over Lake Michigan. Wind speeds were approximately 10 m S-l, which prevented the lakE!breeze from moving far inland on this day. The
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Figure 2: Emissions inventory of NOz; (from the National Acid Precipitation Assessment

Program, NAPA?).

~
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Figure 3: Maximum 03 concentrcl.tion (ppb) for July 16, 1991,
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Figure 5: LPDM plume in an x/z pl,~ne after five hours of simulation.
the lake breeze updraft and transported eastward in the return aloft. In order to compare
the LPDM results with aircraft data a simulated flight path was flown through the LPDM
data and the concentrations compared with the observed values. Correlations between the
simulated flight path concentrations and the actual flight path concentrations showed good
agreement with one another, verifying that the RAMS/LPDM coupled modeling system
can fairly accurat.ely simulate the dispersion of particles in a lake breeze circulation. Using
the LPDM, particles were also released from the southern coast of Lake Michigan during
the morning. Many of these particles were ad'~ected to the east coast in agreement with
the ozone concentration observations for this day (shown in Figure 3). In the simulation,
there were two mechanisms responsible for the transfer of particles to the east coast. In the
morning, before a strong lake breeze circulation had developed, many particles were simply
advected at low levels across the lake by the a,mbient winds. Later on, in the afternoon,
some particles were injected into the return flow of the lake breeze and advected to the
opposite shoreline where they underwent fumigation.
For comparison, a run was also made using the Gaussian-plume based Industrial Source
Complex Short Term (ISCST) model (Melli and Zannetti, 1992). It was found that results
for the LPDM compared much more favorably with the SF6 release data than the ISCST
model (see Eastman, 1993 for details).

3.2. IMPACT OF VEGETATIVE COVERAGE ON POLLUTANT DISPERSION AROUND
ATHENS, GREECE
Major air pollution episodes are a common problem in coastal areas surrounded by mountains, such as Athens, Greece. During tranquil weather periods when synoptic forcing is
weak, stagnant conditions develop due to the thermal effects of the ocean and to blocking
effects of the high terrain which can cause pollutant levels to become dangerously high.
Since synoptic forcing is weak during these sit"l1ations, locally generated mesoscale circu-
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lations play an important role in polluta.nt dispersion (Kallos et al., 1993). Several recent
modeling studies have indicated that uJ[lder quiescent synoptic conditions, differences in
land use or vegetative coverage can geneJratesignificant atmospheric mesoscale circulations
(Avissar and Pielke, 1989; Segal et al., 1988). Surface characteristics such as soil moisture
and vegetative coverage can also impact 'the structure of the boundary layer which will also
affect pollutant dispersion. Since land siurface characteristics have the largest impact on
the atmosphere when synoptic forcing is weak, it is quite possible that land surface characteristics will have an impact on pollutant; dispersion during major air pollution episodes in
coastal urban areas. RAMS has been USE!d
to investigate the impact of vegetative coverage
on mesoscale circulations and pollutant dispersion during the major air pollution episode
that occurred May 24-26, 1990 in Athens, Greece. The major air pollution episode chosen
was for the period of May 24-26, 1990. Air pollution levels were so high that industries
were shut down and driving was restrictE!d.
The model was initialized with NMC igridded pressure data and local observations using
the procedure discussed in Section 2.12. The model was configured with 3 grids. Grid
1: 45 X 43 points in the horizontal, ~,x = ~y = 16 km; Grid 2: 38 x 38 points in
the horizontal, ~x = ~y = 4 kmj Gricl 3: 36 x 32 points in the horizontal, ~x = ~y
= 2 km. There were 32 vertical grid points with ~z = 100 m at low levels, which was
gradually stretched to 1 km at the top of the model. The fine grid was positioned so as
to encompass the Athens valley. Two simulations were run: one with bare soil and one
with vegetation included. The vegetation simulation used the BATS vegetation classes,
the predominant ones for the Athens re!~ion being cropland, short grass, evergreen trees,
deciduous needle leaf trees, and semi-desE!rt. For each simulation, the LPDM was run, with
the particle release point in the center of the Athens valley, at three different times during
the day: morning, mid-afternoon, and evening. The particles were then traced to see how
the presence of vegetation affected pollutant transport and dispersion.
During the morning the simulations developed a sea breeze along the eastern coast and
upslope flow in the interior Athens valley. During the afternoon a flow with a large southerly
component occurs on the west coast which turns to the east over land and penetrates the
mountain gaps washing out the sea breeze along the eastern coast. Figure 6 shows the
wind fields at 5 p.m. and 7 p.m. at the model level adjacent to the surface (50 m above the
surface) for both the bare soil and. vegetated cases, for the fine grid domain. Late in the
afternoon, the winds along the western coast begin to turn to the west and flow parallel to
the coast in both cases. The flow patterns for the two cases look very similar at 5 p.m.,
although the winds in the vegetated case are slightly weaker than in the bare soil case,
particularly within the Athens valley. By -7p.m. the difference in wind speed in the Athens
valley is more pronounced with the winds almost calm for the vegetated case. An eddy
has formed over the ocean for the vegetated case with a similar eddy developing about an
hour later for the bare soil case (not shown). The difference between the cases are mainly
attributable to the larger sensible heat fllLX for bare soil, producing greater boundary layer
warming than for the vegetative case.
The LPDM was run with releases at three different times during the day: a morning
case (9 a.m.), a mid-afternoon case (3 p.m.), and an evening case (7 p.m.). In each case,
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Figure 6: The wind field at the lowest model level (48.8 m above the surface) for the bare
soil case (left) and vegetated case (right) at 5 p.m. (top panels) and 7 p.m. (bottom panels)
local time. The contour interval for topography is 80 m. Maximum wind vectors are 13 m
s-1 .
the point source was about 50 m above the surface and centered in the southern end of the
Athens valley. The release duration was 30 minutes. The particles were then traced for
several hours after the end of the release. The most significant differences between the cases
occurred for the release time of 7 p.m. shown in Figure 7. By 90 minutes after the start
of the release, almost all the particles in the bare soil case have been advected out of the
valley, while in the vegetated case, most of the plume still remains within the valley except
for the northern end of the plume which is advected over the mountain to the northeast of
Athens. Within the valley, the plume appears to be slowly drifting off to the east. After
two hours, a substantial number of the particles in the bare soil case have been advected
out of the grid 3 domain. In contrast, a good portion of the particles still remain in the
eastern part of the valley in the vegetated case except for the particles at the northern end
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of the plume which are escaping the vaJleJ'over and around the mountains to the northeast
of Athens.
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Figure 7: An x/y cross-section of particle positions for the case with bare soil (left panels)
and vegetation (right panels). Starting rE!leasetime is 7 p.m.. Top panels are 90 minutes
after the start of the release. Bottom panels are two hours after the start of the release.
The contour interval for topography is 80 m.
For earlier release times, even for the vE!getatedcase, many of the particles were advected
out of the valley, which is surprising since this day is one of the worst air pollution episodes
on record for Athen.s. There could be several reasons for this. First, the model did not
capture very well the low-level inversion present on this day. It could be that the vertical
resolution used in these simulations was too coarse to accurately predict the inversion.
Another possibility is that the resolution of the data used to initialize the model and nudge
the model boundaries was too coarse to pic:k out the necessary synoptic scale features which
were responsible for producing the inversion. Finally, tests indicate that model results at
low levels are very sensitive to soil moisture. Since no soil moisture data was available there
is considerable uncertainty in the specifiecl values for these simulations.
Despite these shortcomings, the model results show that vegetative coverage can have
a large impact on the wind and temperature fields in the boundary layer, and hence on
pollutant dispersion, when synoptic forcing is weak. This would be especially important
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Th~ majority of investigations of the transport and diffusion of pollutants have focused on
"faI~ ~ea~her" condi~ions. Recently, there has been increased interest in the role of deep
preCIpItatIng convectIve clouds in modifying planetary boundary layer (PB1) constituents.
Thunderstorms can modify PB1 constituents both through updraft and downdraft circulations. Pickering et al. (1992), have investigated the role of thunderstorm updrafts in
"evacuat"'"
."
mg or ventmg
po 11utants from the PB1 into the free troposphere. Downdrafts,
on the other hand, can transport substantiaJl quantities of relatively clean air from the
mid-troposphere into the PBL. The outflows resulting from those thunderstorm downdrafts
can significantly reduce PBL sulfate aerosol and ozone levels over large areas (Lyons et al.,
1986). The source of much of these aerosols and ozone precursors is, of course, urban and
other industrialized areas.
The RAMS model has been used to estimate the vertical pollutant and trace gas exchanges resulting from typical "air mass" thunderstorms that are often found in the stagnant high pressure systems over the eastern United States in summer. The date selected,
26 July 1987, was associated with some of the highest PBL ozone levels ever recorded in
Atlanta, Georgia and the surrounding area. A broad maritime tropical anticyclone flow
dominated the region, with moist conditions prevalent up to 650 mb. This situation was
favorable for the development of "air mass" thunderstorms triggered by local influences
such as differential terrain heating.
The model used a single grid with a 210 x ~~10km2 domain size. There were 35 vertical
levels with a vertical grid increment of 100 m cl.tthe surface which was gradually stretched
to the top of the domain at 18 km. A horizont.u grid increment of 3 km allowed an explicit
treatment of cloud microphysics. A 12-hour I;imulation was carried out, initialized with
a horizontally homogeneous atmospheric envirlonment using the 1200 UTC sounding from
Athens, Georgia. Variable land coverage and topography provided the trigger for convective
cells. These initially tended to form over the higher terrain of the southern extension of the
Appalachians. Scat.tered thunderstorms produc:ed numerous outflow boundary interactions
which themselves triggered additional convection. The convection began weakening by late
afternoon as solar heating diminished.
In order to assessthe impact of these convective cells on PB1 pollutants, the RAMS
output was used to drive the 1PDM. At thE~beginning of the run, a uniform layer of
particles 1700 m deep represented the initial undisturbed pre-existing pollution field. The
updraft and downdraft circulations led to the continual transport of tracer particles into
the free troposphere, much of it into the anvil cloud layers, and to the replacement of PB1
air by cleaner air from the mid-troposphere. f"igure 8 shows the cloud field, the low-level
three-dimensional wind vectors, and the surface ozone concentration, at 1400 1ST. At this
time there are several large thunderstorms over Georgia. Low-level upward motion occurs
at the outflow boundaries. It can be seen that the surface has low concentrations within
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the outflow regions. A total of 1.4 x 1014kg of air was vented through the 1700 m level by
updrafts (> 10 cm s-l), during the course of the day. Concomitant with the venting 1.2 x
1014kg of free tropospheric air was injected into the PBL by thunderstorm downdrafts ( <
10 cm S-l). If it is considered that these processes affected a layer 1700 m deep, then the
air evacuated from the PBL covered some 84,000 km2, whereas the air descending into the
PBL covered a region of approximately 71,000 km2. By the end of the day only 30% of the
initial tracer material was still resident in the PBL over the domain. In the eastern U.S.,
during the summer convective storm season, there appear to be many days in which there
are very large vertical mass exchanges associated with deep convection. On these days,
the PBL changes associated with deep convective vertical transports are likely to exceed
changes resulting from horizontal advection.

Figure 8: Fields of cloud, low-level wind vectors and surface ozone concentration at 1400
1ST. For wind vectors the vertical component has been multiplied by a factor of 3. Low
concentrations of ozone are indicated by dark shading and high concentration by light

shading.
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3.4. SIMULATIONS OF AIRFLOW AROUND BUILDINGS
A two-dimensional simulation has been carried out for a building of height 30 m and length
'90 m using a fine grid increment of 1 m. The fine grid is nested within two successively
,coarsergrids so that the boundary of the domain is well removed from the location of the
building. The mean wind profile is given by the logarithmic law with speeds increasing
:£romzero at the surface to 20 m s-l at the building height. The flow is accelerated from
:rest to the maximum value in a 10 second time period. Figures 9a and b show streamlines
,at t = 6 s and 16 s. At t = 6 s, a vortex has formed downwind of the building and just
'beneath the corner of the roof. At t = 16 s this vortex has grown considerably and at the
'upwind corner of the building, boundary layer separation has occurred and a small vortex
:hasformed on the roof. A small vortex also forms at the front of the building near the
Igfound. As the simulation is continued the large vortex behind the building grows and is
leventually shed downstream. This process is repeated so that there is a periodic shedding
loflarge vortices behind the building. Small eddies are continually formed at the front of the
:roof and are swept downstream and off the roof. Sometimes re-attachment of the boundary
:layer occurs on the roof. The vortex in front of the building grows until its depth is about
:half the height of the building and it is a very persistent feature.
This two-dimensional simulation was run with a non-turbulent approach flow, except
:for the existence of a small parameterized subgrid scale turbulence which depends on the
,deformation of the flow as discussed in Section 2.4. The introduction of turbulence into a
time-dependent model, such as RAMS, is a non-trivial problem. Cyclic boundary conditions
have been employed by Murakami and Mochida (1987) and Murakami et al. (1990) in
,order to obtain "a turbulent flow field and more recently, Murakami (1992) and Mochida
,et al. (1992) have used the time history of a fully developed turbulent channel flow to
prescribe inflow boundary conditions. A three-dimensional simulation has been run with
RAMS using the cyclic boundary condition approach in order to develop a turbulent flow
and for an oblique incident flow. The case of an oblique incident flow is of particular interest
since conical vortices develop which are inclined to the edge of the roof. They are associated
with large wind loads on the roof (Peterka and Cermak, 1976; Kramer and Gerhardt, 1991;
Cochran and Cermak, 1991; Mehta et al., 1991; Tieleman et al., 1993) and may have some
implications for the dispersion of pollutants around buildings. The scale of these vortices
is small compared to the height of the building, so that in order for them to be simulated,
high resolution is required near the roof of the building. The fine grid has 80 x 80 x 72 grid
points and is embedded in the center of a coarse grid with a similar number of grid points.
The grid increment is 1 m for the fine grid and 3 m for the coarse grid. The building is
centered within the fine grid and is a cube with 60 x 60 x 60 grid points. Cyclic boundary
conditions are prescribed on the coarse grid and the direction of the wind is from 225°. The
use of cyclic boundary conditions means that the body-induced eddies which are shed from
the building and advected through the downstream boundary re-emerge at the upstream
boundary. As this continues the flow becomes turbulent. This can also be viewed as an
infinite array of cubic buildings which, for this case, are three building lengths apart in the
x and y directions.
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Figure 9: Streamlinesfor a two-dimensionalbuilding. (a) t = 6 s, (b) t = 16 s.
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Figure 10 showsstreamlines at the grid level adjacent to the surface at t = 80 s for
the coarsegrid. The flow appears quite turbulent at this time. Figures 11a, b, and c
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Figure 10: Streamlines for a horizontal cross-section at the grid level adjacent to the surface
at t = 80 s for t~e coarse grid and an oblique wind direction.
show streamlines, wind speed, and perturbation pressure (deviation from the initial state),
respectively, at the level adjacent to the roof, at t = 80 s, for the fine grid. A wind speed
maxima runs approximately diagonally across the roof. At an angle of about 200 to the left
,edgeof the roof is the centerline of a conical vortex identifiable in these x / y cross-sections by
a component of flow towards the edge and by a relative minima of low pressure. The lowest
pressure perturbation occurs about a fifth of the way along the left edge of the roof. A line
of confluence occurs close to the edge of the left side of the roof, running almost parallel
to it. It is almost coincident with a wind speed minima which extends to the windward
corner. These were' fairly persistent features on both windward sides of the roof and may
be related to the oil patterns observed in wind tunnel flow visualization studies (see for
instance Kramer and Gerhardt, 1991). The conical vortices were transient features in this
highly turbulent flow field, often being well defined on one side of the roof while virtually
disappearing on the other side. Figure 12 shows an x / z cross-section of streamlines through
the center of the building which illustrates the well defined conical vortex at this time.
Further validation of numerical modeling results by comparison with wind tunnel and
field data is required to determine the accuracy of simulated flow fields around buildings.
Future work will use results of building simulations in conjunction with the Lagrangian
particle dispersion model to examine the dispersion of particles around buildings for various
flow situations.
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Figure 12: Streamlinesfor an x/ z cross-sectionthrough the centerof the building.
~b. Summary
~rhis paper has presented an overview of RAMS and some applications to dispersion of pollutants in urban areas. Results of the Lake Michigan study agree well with observations.
]~PDM results for particle release from the southern coast indicate that particles reached
the east coast by two mechanisms. Early in the day, before a strong lake breeze developed,
particles were advected across the lake with the ambient winds. Later on in the day, some
particles were transported upwards in the lake breeze on the west coast and injected into
t;he return flow aloft; they were then advected eastwards across the lake and subsequently
underwent fumigation. It was found that the LPDM compared much more favorably with
t;he tracer release study than a Gaussian-plume based model (Eastman, 1993). Results for
t;he Athens study show that vegetative coverage can have a large impact on the wind and
1;emperaturefields in the boundary layer, and hence on pollutant dispersion when synoptic
iorcing is weak. The impact on dispersion was most pronounced for particle release in
1;heevening. The Atlanta study provides a quantitative measure of the reduction of ozone
levels by vertical transports associated with deep convection. In the eastern U.S. during
1;hesummer convective storm seasonthere are many days on which the PBL changes due
1;0deep convective vertical transports are likely to exceed changes resulting from horizontal
;~vection. Modeling results were shown for airflow around buildings. For an oblique incident wind direction the model is capable of simulating conical vortices which are inclined to
1~heedge of the roof. This requires very fine resolution near the roof of the building. Future
'work will include improvements to the building model and using it in conjunction with the
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Lagrangian particle dispersion model to study dispersion of pollutants around buildings for
various flow situations.
As the price/performance ratios of computer hardware continue to fall, software applications which were once only possible using supercomputers can now be accomplished on
hardware platforms costing far less. The increased computer power on lower-cost platforms
will allow the routine use of RAMS for a wide range of applications which include operational forecasting in urban areas and emergency response systems in case of accidental
hazardous material release.
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